
CASE STUDY

“The LVT Unit has been a real asset. The embedded livestream on our website 
allows people to see what we have to offer without leaving their homes.”

- Kristy Coffin
Administrator at West Yellowstone Tourist Business Improvement District



WHO IS WEST YELLOWSTONE?
West Yellowstone, Montana was incorporated in 1966. It serves as the west, most popular gateway to Yellowstone 
National Park, putting visitors in the middle of the geyser area of the park. Passing through West Yellowstone is the 
quickest way to reach Old Faithful and some of the other best-known attractions. While the town has a population of
 around 1,000, it sees more than 4 million visitors per year as people visit the national park.

WEST YELLOWSTONE’S  CHALLENGES BEFORE LVT: LVT SOLUTIONS:

RESULTS:

COMPANY:
West Yellowstone

LOCATION:
West Yellowstone, MT

INDUSTRY:
Tourism

SOLUTION:
One LVT Omni Trailer

•    Monitor remote reservoir and its surrounding area
•    Observe, track, and create time lapse of snowfall and 
      snow melt
•    Use of a reliable, live webcam for website
•    Need a camera that can withstand harsh conditions
•    Ability to manipulate pan, zoom, tilt remotely

•    Assess West Yellowstone’s situation and needs
•    Deploy an Omni mobile trailer to Hebgen Lake
•    Ability to see live feeds on the desktop- and mobile-
     accessible portal
•    Remote control of cameras through the LVT Platform

“We are the driver for Destination 
Yellowstone, so we wanted a live 
webcam to showcase the area all 
year round. This meant putting the 
unit on the top of a mountain where 
there is no electrical or infrastructure, 
and it is cold and snowy for more than 
half the year.”

AVERAGE SNOWFALL OF 150 INCHES
“We put together a time lapse of the snowfall and snow melt each year with the 
footage from the LVT Unit.”

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE OF 4.8° F–72.9° F
“Just as with snow, the cold can affect technology. But we’ve never had a problem 
with the LVT Unit.”

#1 HIT ON TOURISM WEBSITE
“The livestream from the LVT Unit that we embedded in our website is historically 
the top visited page.”

- Kristy Coffin
Administrator at West Yellowstone 
Tourist Business Improvement District

OMNI UNIT IS MORE
THAN 10 MILES FROM

ANY ELECTRICAL
OR INFRASTRUCTURE


